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NEW QUESTION: 1
CLOISTERED:
A. dispersed
B. savvy
C. gregarious
D. extraverted
E. extrapolated
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
CLOISTERED means "secluded or hidden away from the world." A good antonym is gregarious,
which means "living in a community."

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are working with a new MPLS network that is using the default EXP classifier and default
schedules. A small amount of traffic is being placed in the assured forwarding class.
No other traffic is passing through the network at this time.
In this scenario, what happens to the traffic that is being placed in the assured forwarding
class?
A. The traffic is reclassified to the best effort forwarding class and is forwarded.
B. The traffic remains in the assured forwarding class and is forwarded.
C. The traffic is reclassified to the network control forwarding class and is forwarded.
D. The traffic remains in the assured forwarding class and is dropped.
Answer: B
Explanation:
References:

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos15.1/topics/concept/forwardingclasses-default-cos-config-guide.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a pay-as-you-go Azure subscription that contains the virtual machines shown in the
following table.
You create the budget shown in the following exhibit.
The AG1 action group contains a user named [email&#160;protected] only.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based
on the information presented in the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
When the budget thresholds you've created are exceeded, only notifications are triggered.
None of your resources are affected and your consumption isn't stopped. You can use budgets
to compare and track spending as you analyze costs.
Box 2: one email notification will be sent each month
Budget alerts for Resource Group RG1, which include VM1, but not VM2.VM1 consumes 20
Euro/day. The 50% ,500 Euro limit, will be reached in 25 days, and an email will be sent.
The 70% and 100% alert conditions will not be reached within a month, and they don't trigger
email actions anyway.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/azure/cost-management-billing/costs/tutorial-acm-create-b
udgets
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/costs/cost-mgt-alerts-moni
tor-usage-spending

NEW QUESTION: 4
A z/OS customer is concerned about complying with privacy rules.
How is the concept of Pervasive Encryption a potential solution to address the concern?
A. It is implemented by encrypting only the data at rest.
B. It is implemented without application or database changes.
C. It is implemented by only requiring database changes.
D. It is implemented by requiring application changes.
Answer: C
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